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losing them and consequent dread of all change without the
continuity, the planning, the maturity and experience inherent
in a real governing class; the fickleness and excitability of the
latter without its enthusiasms and magnificent outbursts of
brotherhood and courage. Like Michelet, finally, he saw in the
Revolution the real high-water mark of French history, though
like Michelet he protested against the idea that the Terror had
saved France and insisted that on the contrary France had been
saved by her enemies in spite of the Terror. " There is," writes
Quinet, " an absolute incompatibility between the means of
1793 and the end, between the barbarousness of the Jacobin
and eighteenth-century philosophy."1
The attack on the Church is, if anything, more marked in
Quinet than in Michelet. The greatness of the French Revolu-
tion lay mainly in that " for the first time in history a people
freed itself from the bonds and boundaries of its Church and
went straight back to the fount of Justice and of Life." 2 The
weakness of the revolutionaries lay not in their attacks on the
Church but in the criminal lukewarmness of those attacks. The
right thing to do, he says, was to destroy Catholicism, and this
by some such symbol as the deliberate pulling down of Notre-
Dame. What the Revolution did do was to take the appearance
of religious persecution, and thus unloose against herself all
the forces of the past, while striking no real blow against it
nor putting an end to it legally, as Constantine did with
paganism when he pulled down temples and idols and deprived
the clergy of their pay. In this way the Revolution failed to
deprive its enemies of all hope of a resurrection, while turning
them into her irreconcilable foes. This was the worst of all
solutions; by destroying Catholicism the Revolution would
not really have made one single additional enemy. Another
mistake was to oppose religion vaguely in general, instead of
concentrating against the one religion that denied liberty while
leaving alone or even supporting those religions that, being
based on free criticism, really made for freedom*3 Quinet in a
1	De la Revolution, p. 25.
2	De rUltramontanisme, p. 251.
3	De la Revolution, p. 58.
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